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wears much better in practice than the more pronounced
types of rhetorical repetition. The latter should be used very
sparingly. As the spontaneous expression of strong feeling
in the writer, it is sometimes justified by circumstances; em-
ployed as a deliberate artifice to impress the reader, it is likely
to be frigid, and to fail in its object; and the term 'rhetorical'
should remind us in either case that what may be spoken
effectively will not always bear the test of writing.
Rhetorical repetition, when it is clearly distinguishable
from the non-rhetorical, is too obvious to require much
illustration. Of the three instances given, the last is an excellent
test case for the principle that 'whatever is intentional is good'.
I have summoned you here to witness your own work. I have
summoned you here to witness it, because I know it will be gall and
wormwood to you. I have summoned you here to witness it, because
I know the sight of everybody here must be a dagger in your mean
false heart!—dickens.
As the lark rose higher, he sank deeper into thought. As the lark
poured out her melody clearer and stronger, he fell into a graver and
profounder silence. At length, when the lark came headlong down ...
he sprang up from his reverie.—dickens.
Russia may split into fragments, or Russia may become a volcano.—
Spectator.
MISCELLANEOUS
a. Some more trite phrases.
The worn-out phrases considered in a former section were
of a humorous tendency: we may add here some expressions
of another kind, all of them calculated in one way or another to
save the writer trouble; the trouble of description, or of pro-
ducing statistics, or of thinking what he means. Such phrases
naturally die hard; even 'more easily imagined than described*
still survives the rough handling it has met with, and flourishes
in writers of a certain class. 'Depend upon it', 'you may take
my word for it', 'in a vast majority of cases', 'no thinking man
will believe', 'all candid judges must surely agree', 'it would be
a skying of the slain', 'I am old-fashioned enough to think', are
all apt to damage the cause they advocate.

